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since 2003 LW has transformed a communication medium into works of art. art is at 

the very heart of LW Postcards. good art never dies, great art grows more valuable, 

amazing art is beautiful forever - it appeals to both young and old. as a form of

advertising LW will always strive to be creative, innovative, prepared to cross all 

boundaries, exciting and timeless. 

our philosophy is to provide postcards that are intelligent and creative to achieve a 

successful and effective viewer response from the consumer. this is successfully 

achieved by LW via great artwork.

it has been proven that the fastest moving cards out of the displays are a simple

strong image with no logos and minimal text on the front. cards with space for 

people to write on the back are also super popular.
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concept and postcard design.

postcards as a self-selected media it is a completely voluntary source of information
so brand recall is very high.

creativity = interaction

postcards are a collector’s item which means 

that your advertising is around long after 

your campaign is finished.

with postcards is that you can exercise your

own creativity to come up with a unique

scratch, scented, die–cut, perforated, double perforated, sampling, 
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jumbo, stickers and plastic postcards can be produced, 

making your advertising interactive.

be unique 

extended life span

one of the best things about marketing 



it is very easy to track the result for a postcard marketing campaign based on the
response of the market. the postcards could be use as discount coupons which the
clients bring to your business as they make a purchase. if a customer prefers to buy 
from a online shop, place a coupon code on the postcard to enjoy the discount.

placement
our placement in leisure venues means
consumers are in a relaxed state of mind
and open to advertising.

 medium but also as a mailing card, bookmark, 

puzzle and many more.

consumers share postcards with friends. 
this is a powerful endorsment of your message or product.

your postcard functions as an advertising

viral campaigns

functionality
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joint venture with co-sponsors.

measuring the rate at which postcards are 

self-selected gives a good idea of consumer

reception to your communication strategy.

this is a more accurate measure than traditional

media, which measures overall viewership of the 

medium in which your advert is placed, and not 

the specific viewing of your advert.

a second message can be printed on the back of your

double-sided advertising medium
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postcard, either to reinforce your message or as a
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be among and the few…



looking for something else?

the smallest printing amount is 6000 postcards in low season* 

and 9000 postcards in high season*. ask your sales executive 

for the season's special promos

*low season months: may - october
*high season months: november - april
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free postcards mexico
LW postcards reaches people from a broad age range with 90% of our cards 
being picked up by people aged 18 to 65 years. the largest group (40%) is 18  
to 25 years of age who account for most of the LW pick ups.

76% of the LW audience are tertiary educated, including 49% with university level education and a 
further 25% with other professional qualifications.

the majority of the LW postcards audience is employed with 70% engaged in full and part time 
employment, most of these are middle to high income earners.

what is our audience activity?
over half our audience picks up LW postcards at least fortnightly and typically they pick up more than 
one card - most take between 2 and 6 cards. 

what is our audience behaviour?
the LW postcards audience places a high value on our cards beyond simply finding out information. 
they enjoy passing the cards on to others, with 70% stating they have given them to friends or posted 
them. they also like to:

keep and collect them | display them on a wall or fridge | use them to remember dates or events

what impact do our cards have?
LW cards have a 'viral' element as they are passed on, posted and displayed - this multiplies their reach 
for your campaign.

in total, 80% of our audience has done something as a result of seeing an LW card including:

attending an event or an exhibition | buying a product | requesting more information
joining an organisation | enrolling in a course | signing a petition

why are our cards of interest?
96% of our audience says that the great pictures are what they most enjoy about LW cards. almost 
everyone is interested in the 'cool' pictures on LW cards and most also enjoy a variety of card types.

the other benefits reported by our audience include:

you can take them home | they have clever ideas | they are a good source of information
they keep you up to date | they are useful | they are easy to find
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the best things in life are free



are chosen by people who are interested in what is on offer.

reach a target audience that are out and about, spending money.

can specifically target a key audience OR penetrate mass markets 

using widespread saturation - including regional representation.

are actively sought out, collected, shared and sent on to other people.

provide the original ‘viral’ message.

are a creative way to get people interacting and chatting about  your 

product or service.

assure ‘exclusivity of brands’ and are not lost in a glut amongst other competitors.

are seen in high traffic areas.

capture an attentive audience who browse the display, self select cards that appeal to them, & are 

absorbed in a relaxed & leisurely manner.

are small and compact but big on impact.

are cost effective.

have a long life span: guaranteed 4 weeks on display plus longer exposure when taken home, pinned

 up at work, or passed on to friends.

are collected by a loyal bunch of consumers.

have a high reach into the youth market.

market research proves age 22 to 39 year olds are the largest group who "pick up".

LW postcards has a loyal and socially active audience who place a high value on our cards as a 

medium for event and product information, and for collecting, displaying and passing onto friends. 

most of our audience is tertiary educated, in full time employment and earning middle to a high

 disposable income. 

specs:
LW postcards standard postcard stock is snowcard 255 gsm made from PEFC.
a coated front and uncoated back. four colour front and mono back.
snowcard is made from elemental chlorine free pulp derived from sustainable forests and is PEFC certified.

measures: 10 x 15 cm. [4 x 6 inches]
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release date
january 6 december 2

13 16
february 3 january 6

17 17
march 3 february 3

17 17
april 1 march 3

16 17
may 1 april 1

6 16
june 2 may 1

16 16
july 1 june 2

16 16
august 1 july 1

18 16
september 1 august 1

17 18
october 1 september 1

16 17
november 3 october 1

17 16
december 1 november 3

16 17
january 2 december 1

16 16

postcard print runs occur every two weeks. 
cards can be in circuit on our displays for a period of 2 to 4 weeks. the exact length of the 
distribution will depend on: how many postcards are printed, and the popularity of your creative.

if you want your campaign to last longer than one month we recommend different creatives for 
each burst. it will be more cost effective to print these all in the same print run and book in for a 
staggered distribution.

special application campaigns require an earlier artwork deadline for extended production times 
to meet distribution.

artwork deadline

print runs



looking for something else?

.:all in one:. get a •FREE• internet web profile when you hire our postcards advertising media with an amount 
of 3,000 postcards monthly campaign (for 6 months), in this profile you can publish all your social network sites. 
we as LW, generate a •QR CODE• and place it with the design in your postcards campaign.

this web profile is designed by LW for you without extra cost! it provides historical statistics, average time spent on 
profile and more...

all your •SOCIAL NETWORK• in one CLICK.
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